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From Between a Rock and a Hard Place, Aron Ralston  

 

In this first-hand account, Ralston describes how a boulder crushed his right hand while he was 

climbing and hiking in a canyon. He had not informed anyone of his hiking plans.  

 

I come to another drop-off. This one is maybe eleven or twelve feet high, a foot higher and of a 

different geometry than the overhang I descended ten minutes ago. Another refrigerator chockstone 

is wedged between the walls, ten feet downstream from and at the same height as the ledge. It gives 

the space below the drop-off the claustrophobic feel of a short tunnel. Instead of the walls widening 

after the drop-off, or opening into a bowl at the bottom of the canyon, here the slot narrows to a 

consistent three feet across at the lip of the drop-off and continues at that width for fifty feet down 

the canyon.  

 

Sometimes in narrow passages like this one, it’s possible for me to stem my body across the slot, 
with my feet and back pushing out in opposite directions against the walls. Controlling this 

counterpressure by switching my hands and feet on the opposing walls, I can move up or down the 

shoulder-width crevice fairly easily as long as the friction contact stays solid between the walls and 

my hands, feet, and back. This technique is known as stemming or chimneying; you can imagine 

using it to climb up the inside of a chimney.  

 

Just below the ledge where I’m standing is a chockstone the size of a large bus tire,  
 stuck fast in the channel between the walls, a few feet out from the lip. If I can step onto it, then I’ll 
have a nine-foot height to descend, less than that of the first overhang. I’ll dangle off the 
chockstone, then take a short fall onto the rounded rocks piled on the canyon floor.  

 

Stemming across the canyon at the lip of the drop-off, with one foot and one hand on each of the 

walls, I traverse out to the chockstone. I press my back against the south wall and lock my left knee, 

which pushes my foot tight against the north wall. With my right foot, I kick at the boulder to test 

how stuck it is. It’s jammed tightly enough to hold my weight. I lower myself from the chimneying 
position and step onto the chockstone. It supports me but teeters slightly. After confirming that I 

don’t want to chimney down from the chockstone’s height, I squat and grip the rear of the lodged 
boulder, turning to face back upcanyon. Sliding my belly over the front edge, I can lower myself 

and hang from my fully extended arms, akin to climbing down from the roof of a house.  

 

As I dangle, I feel the stone respond to my adjusting grip with a scraping quake as my body’s 
weight applies enough torque to disturb it from its position. Instantly, I know this is trouble, and 

instinctively, I let go of the rotating boulder to land on the round rocks below. When I look up, the 

backlit chockstone falling toward my head consumes the sky. Fear shoots my hands over my head. I 

can’t move backward or I’ll fall over a small ledge. My only hope is to push off the falling rock and 
get my head out of its way.  

 

The next three seconds play out at a tenth of their normal speed. Time dilates, as if I’m dreaming, 
and my reactions decelerate. In slow motion: the rock smashes my left hand against the south wall; 

my eyes register the collision, and I yank my left arm back as the rock ricochets; the boulder then 

crushes my right hand and ensnares my right arm at the wrist, palm in, thumb up, fingers extended; 

the rock slides another foot down the off wall with my arm in tow, tearing the skin off the lateral 

side of my forearm. Then silence.  

 

My disbelief paralyzes me temporarily as I stare at the sight of my arm vanishing into an 

implausibly small gap between the fallen boulder and the canyon wall. Within moments, my 

nervous system’s pain response overcomes the initial shock. Good God, my hand. The flaring 

agony throws me into a panic. I grimace and growl … My mind commands my body, ‘Get your 
hand out of there!’ I yank my arm three times in a naive attempt to pull it out. But I’m stuck.  
Anxiety has my brain tweaking; searing-hot pain shoots from my wrist up my arm. I’m frantic, and 
I cry out ... My desperate brain conjures up a probably apocryphal story in which an adrenaline-



stoked mom lifts an overturned car to free her baby. I’d give it even odds that it’s made up, but I do 
know for certain that right now, while my body’s chemicals are raging at full flood, is the best 
chance I’ll have to free myself with brute force. I shove against the large boulder, heaving against it, 
pushing with my left hand, lifting with my knees pressed under the rock. I get good leverage with 

the aid of a twelve-inch shelf in front of my feet. Standing on that, I brace my thighs under the 

boulder and thrust upward repeatedly, grunting, ‘Come on…move!’ Nothing.  
 

 

Task 

 

Describe an accident. Ensure you include lots of descriptive detail, focusing more on evoking a 

scene than telling a story. 
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